Mira Ringler is an executive coach, leadership consultant and facilitator. She works with clients to maximize their personal competitive advantage by focusing on their executive presence, leadership style, and interactions with others. Mira builds on the fundamental elements that make her clients unique and helps leverage strengths and hone qualities that will influence others and get results. She challenges clients to think about what impression they want to make and what needs to shift to get there.

Mira works with senior leaders who need to think differently about how they communicate their ideas, inspire their team, and gain credibility from stakeholders and other leaders. She helps leaders match their own perception with that of the reality that exists within the organization.

She knows from her work as a senior leader that there are many facets to being successful - it's about passion for the work, self-confidence, authenticity in all relationships, strategic thinking, asking the unexpected, provocative question and getting results. Mira helps clients be thoughtful and deliberate about the impact they want to have whether it's in a group, a one-on-one meeting, over the phone or in email. She does not shy away from challenging them.

Mira’s previous experience was as a Vice President at Blessing White, a global human resources consulting firm, where she served on the executive team and managed a team of sales professionals; she was also one of the top sales producers for many years. She also worked at The Advisory Board, a Washington, DC-based research and technology think tank.

Mira’s coaching certification is from the Coaches Training Institute (CTI). She is certified in the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI), the IEQ9 Enneagram assessment, the Leadership Circle 360 Profile (LCP) and a number of leadership development solutions by The Energy Project.
“I worked 1:1 with Mira, when I was at a transitional point in my career. Mira helped me to better articulate my leadership style, capitalize on my strengths, and ultimately transition into a new role in an entirely unfamiliar sector. Mira’s coaching style is relaxed yet direct, and incredibly efficient. I found that each minute spent with Mira was useful, as well as the “homework” she assigned. The approach Mira takes is very personal, combining leadership theory with practical tactics, so you’re able to leave sessions ready to implement new behaviors. Mira is an excellent coach, and I highly recommend her to anyone who is at a transitional point in his/her career.”
— Janine Gianfredi, Marketing at Instagram

“Mira is one of the best facilitators I have ever worked with. She has a casual, yet very polished, style that allows her to connect with groups and to meet and coach them where they are. She is able to adjust her style and content when a team or group requires it and still manages to achieve the planned objectives. It is a real talent to be able to adjust to those types of scenarios and the effort it takes is invisible to her participants who only see a talented and engaged facilitator who is invested in their experience.”
— Shalene Zamboni, Associate Director, Commercial Learning & Development at BioMarin Pharmaceutical

“Working with Mira has been an absolute pleasure and extremely valuable for me both day-to-day and strategically. She is an attentive listener who quickly understands situational information and relates effectively to context. I found Mira’s approach to be an excellent blend of fluid discussion about immediate work (and personal) challenges/opportunities with introduction of techniques and tools from academia and the business world. After each session we collaborated on follow-ups and a number of “homework” items. Mira has been a fantastic sounding board and coach; I recommend her unequivocally.”
— Phil C., Salesforce